TULANE CORPORATE AND SECURITIES LAW ROUNDTABLE
Tulane Law School
Weinmann Hall Room 110
6329 Freret Street
March 19, 2022

Sponsored with the generous support of
The Sher Garner Endowed Fund for the Advancement of Commercial Law
and the Murphy Institute of Tulane University

Convened by Ann M. Lipton Associate Dean for Faculty Research and Michael M. Fleishman Associate Professor in Business Law and Entrepreneurship

8:30-9:45 Information and Asymmetry
Discussant: JW Verret (Scalia)

- Zohar Goshen (Columbia), Raiders, Activists, and the Risk of Mistargeting
- Christine Hurt (BYU), Contractual Innovation in Master Limited Partnerships

9:45-11:15 Two Masters?
Discussant: Vice Chancellor Lori Will (Delaware Chancery)

- Brett McDonnell (Minnesota), Stakeholder Engagement
- Simone Sepe (Arizona), Citizen Corp
- Omari Simmons (Wake Forest), Political Risk Management

11:15-11:30 Break

11:30-1:00 Everything is Securities Fraud
Discussant: Ann Lipton (Tulane)

- Albert Choi (Michigan), Liability for Non-Disclosure in Equity Financing
- Kevin Haeberle (William & Mary), To What Extent Should Post-Modern Corporate Disclosure Trigger Fraud-on-the-Market Liability?
- Frank Partnoy (Berkeley), Expert Valuations in Securities Class Actions after Goldman Sachs: Some Reliable Methodologies for Assessing “Mismatch”

1:00-2:00 Break for Lunch

2:00-3:30 The Price We Pay
Discussant: Brett McDonnell (Minnesota)
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- Madison Condon (Boston U), *Who Owns the (Climate) Future?*
- Jennifer Fan (U Washington), *Startup Biases*
- Cary Shelby (Washington & Lee), *Markets for Black Pain: Law and Marginalization as a Commodity*

3:30-3:45 Break

3:45-5:00 Expanding the Contract
Discussant: Cary Shelby (Washington & Lee)

- Jill Fisch (U Penn), *Purpose Proposals*
- Ann Lipton (Tulane), *Inside Out: New Challenges to the Internal Affairs Doctrine*